The role and significance of p53 phosphorylation were initially investigated using in vitro model systems. Although these experiments revealed important insights, results were highly contradictory. Later, mouse models with targeted germ line mutations were used to identify the significance of the specific phosphorylation events in vivo (recently reviewed in 22). Taken together, these studies showed that although alterations of amino acids that are involved in posttranslational modifications have a minor impact on p53 functioning compared to p53 mutations identified in human tumors, these sites are definitely necessary for fine-tuning the p53 stress response since, once they are altered, most mutant models showed an affected apoptotic or cell cycle arrest response after exposure to DNA damage.
To investigate the significance of the Ser389 phosphorylation site in the cellular responses to DNA damage, we generated mice with a single point mutation in the p53 gene that resulted in a substitution of a serine with an alanine, the p53.S389A mouse model (9). Cells isolated from p53.S389A mutant mice were partly compromised in their UV irradiation-induced, p53-regulated apoptosis, whereas gamma irradiation-induced responses were not affected (9). In addition, this mutant mouse model displayed increased sensitivity to UV-induced, skin-and 2-AAF-induced urinary bladder tumor development. This clearly demonstrates the importance of Ser389 phosphorylation for the tumor-suppressive function of p53 (9, 19) . The impact of Ser389 phosphorylation on the role of p53 functioning as a transcription factor has not yet been established. For this, we have recently used microarray technology for genome-wide transcriptome analysis of the cellular processes underlying the 2-AAF-induced cancer-prone phenotype in urinary bladder tissue in vivo (8). We identified delayed gene activation after exposure to 2-AAF of a number of p53 target genes involved in apoptosis and cell cycle control. So, it was possible to detect the effects of absence of p53.S389 phosphorylation on gene activation in vivo.
In this study we used UV as a DNA-damaging agent to investigate the role of p53.S389 phosphorylation in stress responses. UV irradiation induces DNA damage to cells predominantly in the form of pyrimidine dimers and 6-4 photoproducts. These lesions are repaired by the nucleotide excision repair system (42, 51) . The response to UV irradiation is complex and involves several pathways (34). More specifically, Fos/Jun and some growth factors are activated within a few minutes after exposure (46). Guo et al. analyzed the primary UV-induced stress responses in HeLa cells by cDNA microarray analysis (16). They identified an "immediate early" UV-C-induced stress response 30 to 60 min after exposure, with increased activation of (p53-independent) genes. Studies of murine embryonic stem cell exposure to DNA-damaging agents, such as UV irradiation, have already demonstrated rapid increases in p53 levels, including posttranslational events resulting in increased transcriptional activity (12, 29, 36) . Some p53-dependent genes are regulated upon UV exposure, resulting in apoptosis (53). Thus far, however, the role of p53 phosphorylation in the broad transcriptome response to UV exposure in primary cells has not yet been elucidated. Here, genome-wide transcriptome analysis was performed on wild-type, p53.S389A, and p53 −/− mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) before and after exposure to UV, using an extensive time course analysis. To unravel the role of p53.S389 phosphorylation in the complex UV response in MEFs, we analyzed (i) the effect of absence of p53.S389 phosphorylation on the basal gene expression levels of p53-dependent genes, (ii) the transcriptome response of wild-type MEFs to UV irradiation over time, and (iii) the effect of absence of p53.S389 phosphorylation on the UV response over time. Analysis of the responses at the transcriptome level of p53.S389A MEFs revealed that this p53.S389 phosphorylation site is involved in the regulation of basal expression levels of a large group of (p53-dependent) genes without any imposed exposure, as well as the altered expression levels of a large group of (p53-dependent) genes in response to UV exposure.
Microarrays, labeling cDNA, hybridization, and validation. The mouse oligonucleotide libraries (catalog no. MOULIBST and MOULIB384B) were obtained from Sigma-Compugen, Inc. Technical support was supplied by LabOnWeb (http:// www.labonweb.com/cgi-bin/chips/full_loader.cgi). The libraries represent in total 21,766 LEADS clusters plus 231 controls. The oligonucelotide library was printed with a Lucidea Spotter (Amersham Pharmacia Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) on commercial UltraGAPS slides (amino-silane-coated slides, Corning 40017) and processed according to the manufacturer's instructions. The slides contained 65-mer oligonucleotides, and the batch was checked for the quality of spotting by hybridizing with SpotCheck Cy3-labeled nonamers (Genetix, New Milton, Hampshire, United Kingdom).
Total RNA samples were hybridized in randomized batches, according to a common reference design without dye swap, with embryonic mouse tissue taken as a common reference. From the total RNA samples with an RNA integrity number value of >7, 1.5 μg was amplified using the Amino Allyl MessageAmp amplified RNA kit (Ambion, Austin, Texas) and labeled with Cy3 (experimental samples) and Cy5 (common reference) reactive dye according to the manufacturer's instructions. The microarrays were hybridized overnight with 200 μl hybridization mixture, consisting of 50 μl Cy3-and Cy5-labeled amplified RNA (with 150 pmol Cy3 and 75 pmol Cy5), 100 μl formamide, and 50 μl 4× RPK0325 microarray hybridization buffer (Amersham Pharmacia Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ), at 37°C, washed in an automated slide processor (Amersham Pharmacia Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ), and subsequently scanned (Agilent DNA microarray scanner, Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA).
To verify the microarray results, cDNA was generated from RNA using the high-capacity cDNA archive kit containing random hexamer primers (Applied Biosystems). The presence of mRNA was measured with TaqMan gene expression assays (Applied Biosystems) on a 7500 Fast real-time PCR system with a two-step PCR procedure, according to the manufacturer's protocol. The primers were as follows: Mdm2, primer forward (TGTGTGAGCTGAGGGAGATGT) and primer reversed (ATGCTCACTTACGCCATCGT); Reporter Fam (CTCGCATCAGGATCTTG); CcnB2, Mm00432351_m1; Caspase 8, Mm0080224_m1; and Pmaip1 (Noxa), Mm00451763_m1.
Data extraction and statistical procedure. Microarray spot intensities were quantified as artifact-removed densities, using Array Vision software (version 6.0). Further processing of the data was performed using R (version 2.2.1) and the Bioconductor MAANOVA package (version 0.98.8). All slides were subjected to a set of quality control checks, i.e., visual inspection of the scans, examining the consistency among the replicated samples by principal component analysis (PCA), testing against criteria for signal-to-noise ratios, testing for consistent performance of the labeling dyes, pen grid plots to check consistent pen performance, and visual inspection of preand postnormalized data with box and ratio intensity plots.
The data set concerned a two-factorial design, with the factors "time" (six levels: 0, 3, 6, 9, 12 , and 24 h) and "genotype" (three levels: wild type, p53.S389A, and p53 −/− ). The design was completely balanced with five replicates each, so the experiment involved 90 observations per gene.
After log2 transformation, the data were normalized by a spatial Lowess smoothing procedure. The data were analyzed using a two-stage mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) model (28). First, array, dye, and array-by-dye effects were modeled globally. Subsequently, the residuals from this first model were fed into the gene-specific model to fit treatment and spot effects on a gene-by-gene basis using a mixed-model ANOVA. These residuals can be considered normalized expression values and used in the graphs to depict gene expression profiles. All changes were calculated from the model coefficients. For hypothesis testing, a permutation-based F1 test, which allows relaxation of the assumption that the data are normally distributed, was used (1,500 permutations). The significance of the differences between factor level means was tested using contrasts. To account for multiple testing, all P values from the permutation procedure were adjusted to represent a false discovery rate of 5% (4).
Statistical tests.
To quantify the effect of absence of p53.S389 phosphorylation on UV response over time, a gene-specific linear model was fitted on the wild-type and p53. S389 data that included coefficients for the effects of genotype (fixed), time (fixed), and array (random). The significance of the interaction between the factors genotype and time was tested to determine if gene-specific response profiles depended on the genotype. In addition, three different contrast analyses were performed to investigate the three research questions defined in the introduction.
(i) Test I. For the first research question, a gene-specific linear model that included coefficients for effects of genotype (fixed), time (fixed), and array (random) was fitted on the complete data set. The significance of each of the three pair-wise differences between the three genotype coefficients was tested using a contrast matrix. This test identified genes whose significant differences between the mean expression levels of the wild-type, p53.S389A, and p53 −/− genotypes are similar for all time points. Due to the absence of significant interaction (see Results), these time profiles may be considered parallel. In this study, these differences across time are defined as the differences in basal gene expression levels between genotypes.
(ii) Test II. For the second research question, a gene-specific linear model that included coefficients for the effects of time (fixed) and array (random) was fitted on the wild-type data set containing six time points only. The genes were tested for a main effect among time points. The genes were also subjected to a test for differential gene expression between subsequent time points using a contrast matrix.
(iii) Test III. For the third research question, a gene-specific linear model that included coefficients for each genotype-time combination (fixed) and array (random) was fitted on the complete data set. The significance of differences in gene expression levels between subsequent time points for each genotype was tested separately using a contrast matrix. For each time contrast, genes were selected that showed a difference between time points in the wild-type MEFs and/or the p53.S389A mutant MEFs.
These three tests yielded three types of gene lists: (i) genes with different basal gene expression levels between the genotypes, (ii) genes for which expression levels changed over time, describing the wild-type response to UV irradiation, and (iii) genes with time-specific differences for both wild-type and p53.S389A MEFs. The immunoglobulin and T-cell receptor genes were deleted from the eventual gene lists, because the probes representing these composite genes were extremely overrepresented in the oligonucleotide libraries.
Additional data analyses.
To compare the basal levels of gene expression in the p53. S389A MEFS with the basal levels in the wild-type and the p53 −/− MEFS, the model coefficients from test I were subjected to For an upstream motif discovery analysis, we used ∼50 genes with the highest ratios that were identified for each of the following gene sets: wild type (WT) versus p53.S389A (SA) (2,253 genes), WT versus SA p53-induced (1,087 genes), WT versus SA p53-repressed (1,166 genes), WT UV-response (6,058 genes), WT unique UV-response (2,107 genes), the overlap in WT and SA UV-response (3,097 genes), and the SA unique UV-response (544 genes). These sets were loaded into the POXO (http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki. fi/poxo/) sequence retriever tool to retrieve 1-kb upstream sequences from the "mus musculus clean" data set. The retrieved sequences were then loaded into the POCO tool, and 40 patterns with a maximum of eight bases were requested per set. The resulting motifs with a P value of ≤E−05 were checked with the screener tool for known motifs from TRANSFAC.
For the analyses of direct p53 target genes, we used gene lists with upstream P53 binding motifs, present in the C3 database of the MSigDB (http://www.broad.mit.edu/ gsea/msigdb): V$P53_02 and V$P53_DECAMER_Q2 (both derived from TRANSFAC). All generated lists of significant genes were checked for overrepresentation of each target gene list separately, their unions, and intersections by use of an adapted version of the hypergeometric test included in the GOstats package (version 1.4.0) from BioConductor. Sets with P values of ≤0.1 were taken as significant.
RESULTS
Wild-type, p53.S389A, and p53 −/− MEFs were exposed to 20 J/m2 UV-C irradiation. Exposure to UV-C was previously shown to increase p53 phosphorylation at Ser389 (2, 9, 20, 27, 48) . Furthermore, this specific UV dose was previously shown by us to result in reduced apoptotic responses in p53.S389A MEFs (9). Exposure of wild-type MEFs to 20 J/m2 UV-C irradiation resulted in the induction of total p53 protein levels and Ser389-phosphorylated p53 levels (see Fig. S1 , top, in the supplemental material). To more quantitatively interpret the p53 protein levels, we measured the absolute intensities of the protein using actin as a loading control. The bottom of Fig. S1 in the supplemental material shows the induction of p53 protein levels and p53.S389 phosphorylation over time, both corrected for loading differences. An ∼25-fold increase in total p53 levels was observed compared to untreated MEFs, as well as a 22-fold induction of the p53. S389 phosphorylated form.
For gene expression analysis, we analyzed the MEFs at different time points after UV exposure (for the experimental design, see Fig. 1 , top). A first impression of the differences in gene expression levels obtained from a PCA is presented in Fig. 1 (bottom). This shows a clear separation of the three genotypes along the principal component 1 axis, explaining 32% of total variance. The control samples (i.e., time zero) did not cluster, indicating an endogenous difference in basal gene expression levels (i.e., without UV exposure). The principal component 2 axis, explaining 18% of total variance, shows clear separations between all time points. Markedly, the time course (including the control samples) after UV exposure of wild-type and p53.S389A MEFs shows the same trend along the principal component 2 axis. The 0-and 3-h time points representing gene expression in p53
−/− MEFs also show the same coordinates on this axis. However, the 6-, 9-, 12-, and 24-h time points appear shifted compared to the wildtype and 53.S389A MEFs. Altogether, the gene expression response of p53.S389A MEFs lies between those of the wild-type and p53 −/− MEFs.
Test I: the effect of absence of p53.S389 phosphorylation on basal gene expression levels.
To investigate the effect of the p53.S389A mutation in MEFs on basal gene expression levels, we tested for genotype differences. Although the gene expression changes in wild-type versus p53.S389A are rather small (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material), no less than 2,253 genes were significantly affected by the absence of p53.S389 phosphorylation in MEFs (see Table 1 [column R; WTgvsSAg] posted at http://www. microarray.nl/mef-uv.html).
Genes affected by the p53.S389A mutation. To classify these 2,253 genes, we identified 78% (1,762) as p53-dependent genes that were also differentially expressed between wild-type and p53 −/− MEFs (again after testing for genotype) ( Fig. 2A and B ). This category of genes needs a functional p53 to maintain basal gene expression levels, and Ser389 phosphorylation plays a role in this. For further classification, we identified 67% (1,499) as SA ≈ KO genes that were not differentially expressed between p53.S389A and p53
−/− MEFs. For this category of genes, total absence of p53 or mutated p53.S389A induces a similar basal gene expression level. After grouping, four categories could be identified ( Fig. 2A and B) . The first and by far the largest category consisted of 1,128 genes (50%) that were affected in their basal gene expression by the mutation at the Ser389 site in a manner similar to a complete deletion of p53 ( Fig. 2A, category A) . The second category consisted of 634 genes (28%) for which, although affected by both the p53.S389A mutation and p53 −/− , the absence of Ser389 phosphorylation had an effect other than a complete deletion of p53 ( Fig. 2A, category B) . The third category consisted of 120 genes (5%) that were unaffected by a complete deletion of p53, but for which phosphorylation of the Ser389 site is nevertheless important to maintain their basal expression level ( Fig. 2A , category C). The fourth category consisted of 371 genes (17%) that were unaffected by a complete deletion of p53, and for which phosphorylation of We further analyzed these genes with intermediate basal gene expression levels to discover potential relationships between p53.S389 phosphorylation and induction (wild type > p53.S389A) or repression (wild type < p53.S389A) of p53-dependent genes. The 2,253 genes are almost equally distributed in p53.S389 phosphorylationdependent repressed (52%) and induced (48%) genes (Fig. 2B ). However, 66% of genes in category A are p53.S389 phosphorylation-dependent, repressed genes, whereas 72% of category B are p53.S389 phosphorylation-dependent, induced genes. Category C with 65% is quite similar to category B, whereas for category D, almost equal percentages of repressed and induced genes were observed.
Processes involving genes with basal gene expression levels affected by the p53. S389A mutation. To get further insight into which cellular processes the genes with affected basal gene expression levels are involved in, GO analyses for overrepresentation of GO terms and GSEA for enriched pathways were performed (Fig. 2C) . Thirteen significant GO terms were found for total wild type versus the p53.S389A genotype; 9 were found for category A, 14 for category B, 0 for category C, and just 1 for category D. Strikingly, analysis using the categories resulted in a loss of 6, but a gain of 15 GO terms, underlining the biological meaning of the defined categories. It appears that the moregeneral GO terms are replaced by more-specific GO terms, especially in category B, such as (induction of) apoptosis and protein amino acid phosphorylation. Moreover, there is only one GO term overlap between categories A and B.
To see whether GO terms were overall up-or downregulated, we calculated the percentage of significant up-/downregulated genes per GO term. If we consider 45 to 55% an indication of no clear direction, strikingly, almost all category A-specific GO terms are upregulated, whereas all category B-specific ones are downregulated ( Differences in basal gene expression levels between wild-type and p53.S389A MEFs. (A) Venn diagram of genes that showed differential basal expression levels in p53.S389A MEFs compared to the wild type (WTvsSA), classified into four categories by overlaps with the genes that gave differential basal expression levels between the wild-type and p53 −/− genotypes (WTvsKO) and between the p53.S389A and p53 −/− genotypes (SAvsKO). The four indicated categories should be read as follows: category A (p53-dependent genes), absence of Ser389 phosphorylation is similar to p53 loss; category B (p53-dependent genes), absence of Ser389 phosphorylation is dissimilar to p53 loss; category C (p53-independent genes), absence of Ser389 phosphorylation is dissimilar to p53 loss; and category D (p53-independent genes), absence of Ser389 phosphorylation is similar to p53 loss. (B) Percentages of genes, in these categories, with an intermediate basal gene expression level in p53.S389A compared to the wild type and p53 −/− MEFs, or an assigned p53-repressed/induced trait. (C) The biological significance of genes with a different basal gene expression level between the wild type and p53.S389A, divided into four categories (for details, see text), is identified for overrepresentation of GO using Onto-Express and GSEA for pathways (see Materials and Methods for restrictions). Red, basal gene expression level of p53.S389A is higher than that in the wild type; green, basal gene expression level of p53.S389A is lower than that in the wild type. 
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pathway and cell-cell adhesion in which 100% and 67% of the respective genes showed an intermediate basal gene expression level in p53.S389A MEFs and 80% and 83% of the respective genes were expressed more in p53.S389A than in wild-type MEFs. Similarly, specific processes represented by the GO terms found with category B genes are all actively induced via p53.S389 phosphorylation. Two examples are presented (Fig. 2D,  bottom) for the induction of apoptosis and regulation of cell growth, in which 100% of the respective genes showed an intermediate basal gene expression level in p53.S389A MEFs and 80% and 100% of the respective genes were expressed less in p53.S389A than in wild-type MEFs. Even the one overlapping GO term contained 71% upregulated category A genes and 88% downregulated category B genes.
The GSEA revealed seven significant pathways for total wild type versus the p53.S389A genotype, six for category A, eight for category B, none for category C, and just two for category D. Although applying the categories here did not result in a major gain of pathways, three out of the four p53-containing KEGG pathways were present (see Fig.  S3 in the supplemental material). Here again, the trend was that all category A-specific pathways are upregulated, and all those of category B are downregulated, even for the two overlapping pathways.
The analyses of all genes with a differential basal gene expression level to identify upstream DNA sequence motifs resulted in three motifs, two of which were present in the TRANSFAC database (see Table 3 posted at http://www.microarray.nl/mef-uv. html). Overrepresentation analysis of genes with a p53 DNA binding sequence motif revealed only overrepresentation of V$P53_DECAMER_Q2-associated genes in category D, WT versus KO, and SA versus KO (see Table 4 posted at http://www.microarray.nl/ mef-uv.html).
Test II: gene expression analysis of the response to UV exposure in wild-type MEFs.
To analyze the role of p53.S389 phosphorylation in UV response, we started with a gene expression analysis of the UV response over time in wild-type MEFs. An ANOVA was performed, and 6,058 significantly differentially expressed genes were identified (see Table 1 [column S, WTt] posted at http://www.microarray.nl/mef-uv.html). In this set, a total of eight different clusters with common gene expression profiles were found after hierarchical clustering (Fig. 3A) . These clusters comprised common gene expression profiles with predominantly early decrease (clusters 1 to 3 and 8), continuous decrease (5), late decrease (4), early increase (4 and 6), and late increase (1 to 3 and 7).
Phase-specific genes involved in the response to UV exposure in wild-type MEFs. These common gene expression profiles were quite difficult to interpret but showed predominantly early and late effects. Therefore, we proceeded by analyzing the relative change within each phase of the timeline and found 2,856 genes differentially expressed in at least one of the five time intervals: 0 to 3 h, 3 to 6 h, 6 to 9 h, 9 to 12 h, and 12 to 24 h (Fig. 3B ). This analysis revealed that the UV response takes place primarily during the three hours after exposure and 12 to 24 h after exposure, as most differentially expressed genes (1,427 and 1,756, respectively) ( Fig. 3B and C) are found during these periods. We defined three phases, I (0 to 3 h), II (3 to 6 h, 6 to 9 h, or 9 to 12 h), and III (12 to 24 h), and four exclusive categories, early (923), middle (107 [identical to phase II]), late (1,257), and early-late (387) responsive genes. There is a rather high specificity of responsive genes with respect to the phases; the early responders compile 65% of the phase I genes, and the late responders compile 72% of phase III genes (Fig. 3C) .The early-late responders compile almost the rest of the genes in phases I and III. Most of the genes found in phase I were downregulated (57%), whereas those found in phase III were mostly upregulated (61%).
Phase-specific processes involved in the response to UV exposure in wild-type MEFs. To identify the cellular processes involved, we subsequently analyzed these four categories of responsive genes using GO analysis. As was to be expected from the number of genes involved, we found 20 affected GO terms with early responsive genes, 3 with middle, 34 with late, and 9 with early-late (Fig. 3D) . There is little overlap of the four categories among these GO terms.
We also found expected GO terms, such as "cell cycle," "DNA repair," "regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter," and "(induction of) apoptosis," as they were implicated previously with respect to treatment with a genotoxic agent, such as UV in a different cellular context (50). Furthermore, as somewhat expected, processes such as "response to (regulation of) transcription," "cell adhesion," and "DNA replication" are significantly present. Also, ubiquitin-related processes such as "ubiquitin cycle" were found to be significantly affected in response to UV irradiation. Interestingly, looking in more detail at the differences in processes found in the early, middle, late, and earlylate responders, it can be observed that, for instance, "regulation of transcription, DNAdependent" was found to be significantly affected in the early and middle responders, whereas the opposite process, "negative regulation of transcription, DNA-dependent," was found in late responders. It can be concluded that apoptosis-related and cell cycle regulation processes are involved early after UV exposure, whereas a variety of DNA replication and metabolism processes are involved later. p53 target genes involved in the response to UV exposure in wild-type MEFs. Finally, we determined which of the 6,058 genes involved in the wild-type UV response had already been identified as p53 targets before. For this we used the p53 downstream model of Harris and Levine, comprising important p53 target genes and their function (17). Figure 5 shows an adapted version of this model (8) and provides an overview of UV-responsive genes in wild-type MEFs in response. The regulators of p53 stability and activity, Mdm2 and E2f1, were both involved. In almost all depicted downstream
FIG. 3.
Affected genes and processes in wild-type MEFs after exposure to UV. (A) Hierarchical clustering of the average log2 (z scores) of the 6,058 differentially expressed genes in wild-type MEFs over time after exposure to UV irradiation revealed eight clusters with a common gene expression profile. Each row represents an individual gene, and each column represents a time point after exposure to UV irradiation (untreated = 0). The degree of redness and greenness represents induction and repression, respectively. (For details, see Table 1 posted at http://www.microarray.nl/mef-uv.html.) (B) Clustering of 2,856 differentially expressed genes found by time-period-specific analysis of wild-type MEFs after exposure to UV. Each row represents an individual gene, and each column represents a time interval after UV exposure: 0 to 3 h, 3 to 6 h, 6 to 9 h, 9 to 12 h, and 12 to 24 h. A gene was either found (gray) or not found (black) differentially expressed in a specific time interval. From this, we defined four categories of responsive genes: early (0 to 3 h), late (12 to 24 h), early-late (0 to 3 h and 12 to 24 h), and miscellaneous. (C) Venn diagram illustrating the number of responsive genes found in defined phases I (0 to 3 h), II (3 to 6 h, 6 to 9 h, or 9 to 12 h), and III (12 to 24 h). (D) Significant GO terms (ranked with decreasing significance) for the four categories of responsive genes, plotted on the phases of the timeline.
pathways, p53 target genes were involved: 70% of the cell cycle arrest pathway, 100% of the extrinsic-apoptotic pathway, 44% of the intrinsic-apoptotic pathway, one (of four) downstream of these apoptotic pathways, and even one (of four tested) in the angiogenesis and metastasis pathway. In summary, profiles of differential gene expression levels in wild-type MEFs after exposure to UV irradiation can be convincingly mapped to specific p53-dependent pathways.
The upstream DNA sequence motif analyses of UV irradiation-responsive genes resulted in no motifs (see Table 3 posted at http://www.microarray.nl/mef-uv.html). Analysis of genes with a p53 DNA binding sequence motif revealed almost always overrepresentation of both V$P53_O2 and V$P53_DECAMER_Q2-associated genes in wild-type UV irradiation-responsive genes over time and genes from phase II (see Table  4 posted at http://www.microarray.nl/mef-uv.html).
Test III: effect of absence of p53.S389 phosphorylation on UV-induced gene expression. We continued with the analysis of UV-responsive genes and mechanisms in p53.S389A MEFs, where 4,166 significantly differentially expressed genes were identified (see Table 1 [column T; SA t ] posted at http://www.microarray.nl/mef-uv. html). This is substantially less than the 6,058 genes found in wild-type MEFs. The ANOVA did not show any genes with a significant difference in gene expression over time between wild-type and p53.S389A MEFs after UV exposure (interaction term of genotype by time). Although common in ANOVAs, this result means that any potential difference in response is likely to be quite subtle, which forced us to use alternative approaches to analyze the gene expression data.
Genes involved in the UV response of p53.S389A and wild-type MEFs. We integrated all previous analyses at the gene level by a mutual comparison of the 4,166 p53.S389A UV-responsive genes with the 6,058 wild-type UV-responsive genes and with the 2,253 genes with a changed basal gene expression level by the absence of p53. S389 phosphorylation ( Fig. 4A ; also see Table 1 [column R, WT g vsSA g ; column S, WT t ; column T, SA t ] posted at http://www.microarray.nl/mef-uv.html). A total of 918 genes (41%) with a changed basal gene expression level in p53.S389A MEFs are involved in the response to UV exposure in either wild-type or p53.S389A MEFs. Conversely, 2,107 genes (35%) were found solely in wild-type MEFs in response to UV exposure, indicating that phosphorylation of p53.S389 is somehow a prerequisite for involvement of these genes in the normal UV response. Also, 544 genes (13%) were found solely in the p53. S389A UV response, indicating that the absence of phosphorylation of p53.S389 causes the involvement of these genes in the UV response. Finally, 3,558 genes were found to be differentially expressed in both wild-type (59%) and p53.S389A (85%) MEFs, which indicates that phosphorylation of p53.S389 is not exclusively necessary for the involvement of these genes in the normal UV response.
Phase-specific genes involved in the UV response of p53.S389A and wild-type MEFs. From earlier studies (8), we suspected that time-related UV responses, such as delayed gene activation, were specific to the p53.S389A MEFs. To test this, we identified differentially expressed genes in wild-type and p53.S389A MEFs in response to UV irradiation, applying the phases defined previously (Fig. 3B) . Combining the results
FIG. 4.
Phase-specific genes and processes in wild-type and p53.S389A MEFs after exposure to UV irradiation. (A) Venn diagram combining the gene lists of three analyses: (i) WT versus SA (WTvsSA), genes with differences in basal expression levels between the wild type and p53.S389A; (ii) WT in time, genes with changing expression levels over time in wild-type MEFs after UV exposure; and (iii) SA in time, genes with changing expression levels over time in p53.S389A MEFs after UV exposure. (B) Venn diagrams per phase of genes involved in wild-type and p53.S389A UV response. For phase definitions, see the legend for Fig. 3B . (C) Phaseand wild-type-specific GO terms and GSEA pathways determined on the basis of phase-and wild-type-specific genes. (D) Phase-and p53.S389A-specific GO terms and GSEA pathways determined on the basis of phaseand p53.S389A-specific genes. (E) GO terms determined as described for panels C and D but only genotype specific for a certain phase. (F) Genes involved in showing the wild-type and p53.S389A UV response for the GO terms shown in panel E. Bold genes are those present in both genotypes. Red, expression level of genes in the specific pathway increases over time; green, expression level of genes in the specific pathway decreases over time.
revealed for each phase, wild-type-specific, shared, and p53.S389A-specific UVresponsive genes ( Fig. 4B ; also see Table 2 posted at http://www.microarray.nl/mef-uv. html) with the same implications as those for the role p53.S389 phosphorylation represents for these genes are explained in the previous paragraph. Judging from the large fractions of phase I wild-type-specific (67%) and phase III shared (58%) UVresponsive genes, p53.S389 phosphorylation seems required mostly in the early phase of normal UV response.
Phase-specific processes involved in the UV response of p53.S389A and wild-type MEFs. To determine the effects on a process level, we performed an integrated GO and GSEA analysis on these phase-specific genes involved in the wild-type and p53.S389A UV response. We distinguished phase-specific GO terms and pathways that were also genotype-specific for wild-type UV response (requiring p53.S389 phosphorylation [ Fig. 4C]) , genotype-specific for p53.S389A UV response (the result of the absence of p53.S389 phosphorylation [ Fig. 4D]) , and present in both wild-type and p53.S389A UV responses but in a different phase (the p53.S389A mutation has a different effect in a different phase [Fig. 4E]) . By far the majority of identified genotype-specific GO terms and pathways again occurred in phases I and III. Also, they were extremely specific, as there was no genotype-specific GO term or pathway present in either phase. Especially in the GO terms, it is clear that most phase I-related processes are reduced, in general, whereas most phase III-related processes were induced. There were only five phasespecific, genotype-nonspecific GO terms, of which three had reduced presence in wildtype phase I and induced presence in p53.S389A phase II (Fig. 4E) . Although this may hint toward a delayed response, comparison of the individual genes showed that only a few genes of these GO terms were wild type as well as p53.S389A specific (Fig. 4F) . The consequent findings of overall reduced and induced GO terms and pathways may indicate that the cell controls cellular processes and pathways via the regulation of specific genes. p53 target genes involved in the UV response and affected by the p53.S389A mutation. Finally, we mapped the results regarding the role of p53.S389 phosphorylation to the previously introduced p53 downstream model (17). Figure 5 gives an overview of the effects of absence of p53.S389 phosphorylation on the wild-type UV response: 6 wildtype genes were unchanged in p53.S389A MEFs, 13 had a lower level of gene expression in p53.S389A, and 1 had a higher level of gene expression. This last observation of the Cdc2 gene fits with the reduced expression level of its (indirect) negative regulators, i.e., Reprimo and Gadd45. More importantly, the apoptotic pathways showed mainly reduced activity, whereas the cell cycle arrest pathways seem either off (G 1 -S) or induced (G 2 -M) in UV-exposed p53.S389A MEFs.
The upstream DNA sequence motif analyses on UV irradiation-responsive genes in p53. S389A MEFs resulted in four motifs, none of which were present in the TRANSFAC database (see Table 3 posted at http://www.microarray.nl/mef-uv.html). An analysis of genes with a p53 DNA binding sequence motif revealed almost always the expected overrepresentation of both V$P53_O2 and V$P53_DECAMER_Q2-associated genes in UV-responsive genes in p53.S389A MEFs (see Table 4 posted at http://www.microarray. nl/mef-uv.html).
DISCUSSION
Posttranslational modifications of p53 are important in regulating p53 stability and activity (2, 5). We have shown previously that the p53.S389 phosphorylation site is partially responsible for the tumor suppression of UV-induced skin tumors and 2-AAFinduced urinary bladder tumors (8, 9, 19) . Mutant p53.S389A cells showed an affected
FIG. 5.
Affected p53 target genes in wild-type MEFs after exposure to UV. p53 target genes involved in apoptosis, cell cycle arrest, inhibition of angiogenesis and metastasis, and DNA repair processes are presented in a model adapted from references 8 and 17. Genes regulated in UV-exposed wild-type MEFs are depicted in yellow. Corresponding responses in p53.S389A MEFs are indicated with colored circles (see also the explanation of symbols in the figure). apoptosis response after UV exposure (9), and several p53 target genes involved in apoptosis and cell cycle control showed a delayed response in p53.S389A urinary bladders after 2-AAF exposure. Here, we used transcriptome analysis on primary MEFs before and after exposure to UV in order to analyze the effect of absence of p53.S389 phosphorylation on apoptosis and other p53-dependent pathways.
Test I: the effect of absence of p53.S389 phosphorylation on basal gene expression levels. Phosphorylation of p53.S389 occurs specifically after exposure to DNA-damaging agents (23, 49), especially UV (27, 38) . Given that the Ser389-phosphorylated p53 level in untreated cells is extremely low (9), cells lacking this specific phosphorylation capacity would supposedly be affected only in their response to DNA-damaging agents such as UV. However, when considering only the genotype (without exposure), we found 2,253 genes slightly differentially expressed in p53. S389A MEFs, i.e., p53.S389 phosphorylation-dependent genes. This seems rather high for a single p53 point mutation, as 7,567 genes were differentially expressed in p53 −/− MEFs, i.e., p53-dependent genes (results not shown). The overlap was 23% of all p53-dependent genes also found in p53.S389A and 78% of the p53.S389 phosphorylationdependent genes also found in p53 −/− MEFs. Although in line with similar observations where the p53.S389A genotype (8) or complete deletion of p53 (55) resulted in altered gene expression prior to any exposure, the number of genes with adjusted basal gene expression levels seems rather high. This phenomenon could be caused by so-called spontaneous DNA damages, such as those induced by reactive oxygen species (ROS) or depurination (reviewed in 11). There is a relationship between ROS, p53 protein levels, and oxidation-inducing DNA-damaging agents (40, 52). Another possible explanation could be the in vitro culture conditions, since, for instance, the exposure of cells to 20% O 2 and 6% CO 2 clearly imposes (genotoxic) stress on the cells. Alternatively, the whole system might be readjusted as a network to respond to the effect of the introduced p53. S389A mutation. If so, this means that the genes involved, though only slightly affected, are somehow related to normal p53.S389 functioning, and their analysis would be extremely informative.
To interpret these p53.S389A-affected genes, we categorized them using basal gene expression levels in p53 −/− MEFs. As such, we were able to identify whether these genes are p53-dependent (SA versus WT = KO versus WT), show a similar change compared to p53 −/− (SA ≈ KO), have a basal gene expression level intermediate to wild-type and p53 −/− (WT > SA > KO or WT < SA < KO), and are repressed (WT < SA) or induced (WT > SA) by intact p53.S389 phosphorylation. This turned out to be quite a successful approach. We were able to identify the p53-independent genes (22%), and from the almost complete lack of results from the GO and pathway analyses, we assumed that these genes, although affected, do not play an important role in the context of p53. S389 phosphorylation. This left us with the p53-dependent genes of which almost all (88%) showed a basal gene expression level between those of the wild type and p53 −/− , meaning that the lack of p53.S389 phosphorylation results follows largely the direction of the p53 −/− adjustment. Moreover, (p53-dependent) genes that are normally p53.S389 phosphorylation-dependently repressed generally (81%) showed a similar adjustment compared to p53 −/− , whereas genes that are normally p53.S389 phosphorylation dependently induced showed no bias. Since this applies to 23% of all p53-dependent genes, it might be a general effect that p53-dependent gene expression repression can be lifted by just a small p53 modification mutation in a fashion similar to the complete absence of p53. Likewise but inversely, for p53-dependent gene expression induction, the effect of absence of p53 cannot be mimicked as easily, probably due to redundancy in activation mechanisms.
As for the processes related to the defined p53.S389 phosphorylation-dependent gene categories, several GO terms and pathways were found for the p53-dependent genes, such as frizzled-2 signaling pathway, cell adhesion, (induction of) apoptosis, and regulation of cell growth. There appears to be a bias that signal transduction and cellular interaction processes (i.e., environmental information processing) are normally repressed by p53 (requiring Ser389 phosphorylation), whereas cellular processes seem to be induced by p53.S389 phosphorylation. Specifically for cell growth, cultured p53 −/− MEFs grow faster than wild-type MEFs (18), which might also be true for p53.S389A
MEFs, but since this process was found for p53-induced genes with changes closer to those of the wild type, it is not that clear. The pathways "cell adhesion" and "metabolism" were previously also found to be affected by a p53 codon 237 mutation in human lymphoblastoid cells (55). Furthermore, several Wnt genes that are able to activate the important Wnt-signaling pathway, associated with a broad panel of developmental and physiological processes, such as embryogenesis and cancer development (44), showed an increased basal gene expression level. Depletion of Wnt/β-catenin made cells more sensitive to apoptosis (21). Thus, the upregulation of the four Wnt genes in p53.S389A mutant MEFs might explain the reduced apoptotic response observed previously (9).
These observations in adjusted basal gene expression levels might relate to altered responses in p53.S389A MEFs to DNA-damaging compounds, such as UV irradiation. One can envision that certain basal levels are preferable when a direct response to DNA damage (here UV exposure) is required, and cells with certain genotypes lacking these basal levels thus might have delayed or reduced capacities to initiate the proper response efficiently after DNA damage. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that no less than 41% of the genes with adjusted basal expression in p53.S389A are also found after UV exposure in either wild-type MEFs (17%), p53.S389A MEFs (3%), or both (20%). Obviously, this leaves an intriguing 59% (1, 335) of genes that are involved in p53.S389 phosphorylation-dependent processes other than those used in UV response.
Test II: analysis of differentially expressed genes in wild-type MEFs after UV exposure. The majority of in vitro studies with UV as a challenging agent were carried out with immortalized or cancer cell lines, analyzing gene expression differences using a limited amount of time points (19, (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) (45) (46) . These limitations drove our current experiment design to study transcriptional responses to DNA damaging agents in primary cells (MEFs) after UV-C exposure with an extensive time course. The consequence, of course, is quite a complex bioinformatics analysis.
Before analysis of the p53 mutant UV response, we firstly needed to understand the wild-type UV response. It turned out that this response is highly biphasic, which had, to various degrees, also been found by others (25, 26) . Many genes (1,427) change in the first three hours, hardly any (289) between 3 and 12 h, and again many (1,756) from 12 to 24 h. In total, 2,856 genes were involved, which showed a remarkable specificity (80%) for being used in only one specific phase. The defined UV-responsive categories with uniquely used genes were: early (35%), middle (4%), late (47%), and the biphasic category, early-late (14%). Most of the early responsive genes were repressed, which is in line with other studies (13, 15, 47) . Many early-late responsive genes showed an opposite gene expression response in the early versus late phase.
These genes led to the identification of many phase-specific cellular processes (i.e., GO terms). This clearly biphasic UV response showed as early processes transcription, apoptosis, cell growth, and cell cycle. The late processes were replication, cell proliferation, transport, adhesion, and several metabolism processes. These early and late UV responses were reported earlier (13, 14, 47, 54) . One study with an extensive time course, 0.5, 3, 6, 12, and 24 h after UV exposure, also defined (five) different response phases (13). Although in that study a UV-B response in human keratinocytes was analyzed, many of the processes involved were comparable with our findings in the UV-C response in murine fibroblasts. So, the specificities of the UV and the cell type have a minor influence on the cellular response. It seems that the early UV response focuses on direct activation of processes that avoid sustained DNA damage in cells such as apoptosis, transcriptional regulation of DNA damage response genes, and cell cycle-related processes. The late responses are related more to reentering the cell cycle, e.g., DNA replication, nucleic acid metabolism, and ATP synthesis. In the earlylate responsive group, the GO term DNA repair, initiated by exposure to UV irradiation (16), was present. This DNA repair response might, in the early response, aim at the immediate removal of DNA damage from actively transcribed DNA essential for the cell to survive, whereas in the late response it might aim to eliminate DNA damage from the overall genome. Another interesting finding is that several ubiquitin-related processes, required for marking (old, damaged, or misfolded) proteins for destruction, were found in all phases, indicating that these processes play a prominent role throughout the UV response.
Test III: effect of p53.S389 phosphorylation on UV-induced gene expression in the specific phases. Whereas the ANOVA revealed many genes for the term "genotype" and even more for the term "time," the interaction term "genotype by time" showed no genes. This means that the ANOVA method is not powerful enough to identify the subtle changes in gene expression, which is a common characteristic of ANOVA interaction terms. Aligning the analysis of the UV responses in wild-type and p53.S389A MEFs resulted, as expected, in a major overlap (59% and 85%, respectively). But also, a considerable number of genes (3,108) were either not found (80%) or newly found (20%) after UV exposure in p53.S389A compared to wild-type MEFs. This was expected, since phosphorylation of p53.S389 has been predominantly observed after UV exposure and, as such, will likely have an impact on p53 functioning as a transcription factor when cells are exposed to UV (9). Of all genes involved in UV response, 14% showed an adjusted basal gene expression level before exposure to UV irradiation. Together, these findings point toward a system where a significant part of the p53-dependent gene network is readjusted in response to the p53.S389A mutation, so that the response to UV exposure results only in minor differential expression responses of the involved p53-dependent genes and a weak differential phenotype response.
Extensive analysis of the affected biphasic UV response in p53.S389A MEFs revealed that phase I appears affected mostly by the absence of Ser389 phosphorylation, showing the absence of some processes dealing with cell cycle and apoptotic responses. The latter is in line with the reduced apoptotic responses detected in p53.S389A MEFs following the same UV dose applied here (9). It is tempting to speculate that when the optimal transcriptional activation of genes and consequently the functioning of proteins in these processes are affected in p53.389A cells, these cells will sustain more persistent DNA damage, and that this damage might be fixed into gene mutations or other genetic alterations. As a defense mechanism, the p53.389A cells could increase levels or activities of processes such as DNA repair or responses to DNA damage stimuli. Indeed, these two processes were found specifically upregulated in p53.S389A cells in phase III, showing an affected defense response in p53.S389A MEFs.
Our analysis revealed an interesting detail: the process of induction of apoptosis, which was absent in p53.S389A phase I, contained the recently identified UV-related apoptotic p53 target gene in MEFs, Siva (24). Apparently, p53.S389 phosphorylation is needed for the optimal response of this apoptotic target gene. Also, the GO term "protein ubiquitination," which was absent in p53.S389A phase I, contains six relevant genes: Fbxw, the ubiquitin ligase implicated in the control of chromosome stability and further identified as a p53-dependent tumor suppressor gene (41); Kcmf1, identified as a potential metastasis suppressor (30); p53-target gene Mdm2, functioning as a primary regulator of p53 (31); Vhlh, playing a role in tumor suppression by participating as a component of the p53 transactivation complex during DNA damage response (45); and Wwp1, recently identified as a Mdm2-independent regulator of p53 activity which, analogous to Mdm2, also showed a possible feedback loop mechanism (32). All these genes display a role in DNA damage response pathways or are related to tumorigenic processes, all but one (Kcmf1) are clearly related to p53, and p53.S389 phosphorylation plays a role in their functioning.
Our initial analyses to identify reoccurring motifs in the upstream DNA sequence of involved genes identified a few motifs, of which two are present as transcription factor binding sites in the TRANSFAC database. The p53 DNA binding motifs were, however, not identified, so we also applied an overrepresentation approach using two known p53 DNA binding motifs. Although 78% of the genes affected by the p53.S389A mutation were identified as p53-dependent genes, genes with these two p53 DNA binding motifs were not significantly overrepresented in genes with an affected p53.S389A basal gene expression. An explanation for this could be that regulation of these genes is indirect and does not involve direct p53 binding. This might be expected to some extent, since the S389A mutation is not present in the DNA binding domain of the p53 protein. In contrast, genes with these p53 DNA binding motifs appeared overrepresented in UVresponsive genes of wild-type, p53.S389A, and p53 −/− MEFs.
Comparing this study with the p53.S389A bladders exposed to 2-AAF (8), we noticed several distinct differences. In both studies, genes with adjusted basal gene expression levels were observed, though many more were found in MEFs than in bladder cells. This might relate to the in vitro-versus-in vivo setup, as we also experienced this difference in other studies. Both studies showed corresponding affected processes, such as the p53-related pathways, cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. However, in the 2-AAF-exposed p53.S389A bladders, we found delayed gene expression profiles, whereas in the UVexposed p53.S389A MEFs, an overall reduced expression profile was found. Likely, the important differences in setup, in vivo versus in vitro, different compounds (2-AAF versus UV), and different time scales (weeks versus hours), determine these outcomes.
Finally, it is obvious that the analysis presented here, though already extensive, is just a starting point for such a complex transcriptomics experiment as described here. We have identified many processes involved in several p53 genotypes before and after UV exposure, each of which deserved to be further microdissected so as to determine precisely what its role is in (p53-dependent) DNA-damaging responses and how it is affected by the absence of p53.S389 phosphorylation. As a preview of the complexity, we showed in Fig. 4F the many (different) genes that are affected in some key processes in UV response, such as DNA repair and response to DNA damaging stimulus. To comprehend the overall interactions, we need a broad model of the p53 network. As such, the updated model from Harris and Levine (17) (Fig. 5 ) is a perfect starting point for this. We were already able to map our initial findings described above, which immediately showed the significance of p53.S389 phosphorylation in the major p53-induced pathways.
In summary, we identified the absence of a number of processes needed to negatively regulate tumor promoting processes and further the gain of a number of processes positively regulating tumorigenic processes in our p53.S389A mutant MEFs after exposure to UV irradiation compared to wild-type MEFs. As a consequence, the absence or decreased efficiency of p53.S389 phosphorylation may result in more initiated cells followed by increased incidences of (skin) tumors after exposure to UV, indeed, a phenomenon observed when mice lacking this phosphorylation event are chronically exposed to UV irradiation (9). Whether affected p53.S389 phosphorylation is also observed in humans (i.e., human p53.S392) and as such accounts for increased sensitivity for sunlight-induced skin cancers is an interesting question that needs to be addressed.
